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We report the results of a multi-year impact evaluation of a pro-
gram designed to boost the income of the small-farm sector in
Nicaragua. Using continuous treatment estimation techniques, we
examine the evolution of program impacts over time and find that
incomes in the activities targeted by the program as well as farm
capital rise significantly over time. Because of the temporal pattern
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capture the impacts of the program. Additionally, panel quantile
methods reveal striking heterogeneity of impacts across the sample.
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Constraints such as poor infrastructure, and limited access to credit and im-

proved technologies keep productivity low in the agricultural sector of many de-

veloping countries. The program in Nicaragua focused on potentially profitable

value chains, providing participating farm households with marketing support, co-

investment opportunities, as well as technical assistance and training. The value

of information in rural farm settings constitutes a common thread in the literature

on technology adoption in agriculture (Griliches (1957); Foster and Rosenzweig
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(1995); Conley and Udry (2010)), but the effectiveness of agricultural extension

interventions – programs that, among other things, aim to provide information

to farmers – is mixed. Reviews of agricultural extension studies (Evenson, Gard-

ner and Rausser (2001); Anderson and Feder (2003)) point to methodological

and data quality issues – in particular the common lack of attention to issues of

causality – in previous studies as major barriers to effective learning in this area.

One of the first studies to approach this topic using an experimental design

Ashraf, Giné and Karlan (2009) evaluates the impact of a bundle of export-

focused extension services.1 After one year, Ashraf, Giné and Karlan (2009) find

some positive impacts on incomes, but the export transactions collapse almost en-

tirely after the evaluation ended. While this disappointing outcome probably isn’t

representative of extension programs more generally, it clearly demonstrates the

importance of paying attention to the timing and evolution of impacts. As King

and Behrman (2009) point out, programs with important learning and adop-

tion components are unlikely to attain steady-state effectiveness soon after an

intervention begins. In order to better examine the impact dynamics, we employ

continuous treatment estimators in our evaluation of a rural business development

(RBD) program in Nicaragua. This allows us to trace the evolution of impacts

over a relatively long term, and to compare these estimates to the shorter-term

local average treatment effects.

Our evaluation strategy is built around a randomized program roll-out, which

involved randomly splitting eligible households into early and late treatment

groups. The early households began treatment shortly after a baseline survey,

while the late treatment group began treatment after a second (mid-line) survey

round. The standard binary treatment effects are estimated using mid-line data,

since at that time the late treatment group functions on average as a valid con-

trol group for the early treatment group. The choice of a randomized roll-out

1See also Feder, Slade and Lau (1987) for an earlier study of extension service intensification using a
quasi-experimental research design, which uncovers positive but diminishing effects of extension services.
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strategy was due to program capacity constraints – not all eligible households

could be treated at once – and this also meant that treatment was staggered,

and the temporal sequence in which households received the treatment was de

facto randomized. We therefore collected a third (end-line) survey round, and

exploited the panel structure of the data to estimate the continuous treatment

effect, using the number of months since a household began treatment to map

out the corresponding duration response functions.

Using fixed effects estimators, we show that the temporal pattern of impact

indeed evolves in important ways over time. Income in the activities targeted

by the program rises significantly over time, on average reaching a 28% increase

after two years in the program, and these increases appear largely to be sustained

over time. The program also brought about significant increases in farm capital.

However, on average we observe no significant impacts on household consumption

patterns, possibly because households are choosing instead to reinvest the income

increases into their farm. We contrast the continuous analysis with the results of

a standard binary average treatment effect estimator, and a double-sided complier

estimator. The binary treatment effect estimators do detect significant impacts

on farm income, but unlike the continuous estimators fail to pick up any impacts

on investment.

Given the nature of the intervention (farmers had to make substantial effort,

be able to learn from the training provided, and contribute part of the cost of any

investment deemed necessary by extension specialists), we might suspect that it

would not work equally well for all participants2. It seems important, therefore,

to try to understand for how many and for what kind of households the program

actually works – especially if we want to inform policy makers who must choose

between allocating scarce resources to, say, cash transfer programs or to more

complex value chain programs like the one evaluated here.

2For example, it might work better for those privileged by larger endowments of business acumen or
other skills that are complementary to the treatment.
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To explore this issue of impact heterogeneity, we employ correlated random ef-

fects panel quantile regression techniques developed by Abrevaya and Dahl (2008)

to determine the extent to which estimated average impacts are indicative of the

full range of impacts experienced by program participants. The analysis reveals

quite striking heterogeneity in impacts. Beneficiaries in the 75th conditional quan-

tile of incomes enjoy much larger impacts than those in the lower quantiles, and

those in the top conditional quantiles of investment invest many times more than

those in the lower quantiles.

I. Background and Data

Agriculture has played an important role throughout Nicaragua’s history, but

multiple constraints have prevented agriculture from reaching its productive po-

tential – examples include a lack of basic infrastructure, low education levels, and

low access to credit and technology. The Western Region of Nicaragua, which

includes the departments of Leon and Chinandega, was identified by the National

Development Plan (NDP) as having particularly high potential for agricultural

growth. While high-potential, the area is also quite poor: the World Bank (2008)

identified that more than 50 percent of households in the Western Region live in

poverty.

In July 2005, the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) signed a five-year,

$175-million compact with the Government of Nicaragua to develop a set of

projects in the Western Region, with the objective of relaxing some of the afore-

mentioned constraints. The compact had three components: a transportation

project, a property regularization project, and the one we focus on here: a rural

business development (RBD) project.3 This latter component aimed to raise in-

comes for farms and rural businesses by helping farmers develop and implement

a business plan built around a high-potential activity, as explained in more detail

3The MCC Board terminated a portion of the compact in June of 2009, reducing compact funding
from $175 million to $113.5 million. While this action cut off the property regularization part of the
program, the RBD Program was not affected by this partial project termination.
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below.

A. Program Description

The implementing agency (the Millennium Challenge Account, or MCA) iden-

tified the productive activities most suitable for inclusion in the program: beans,

cassava, livestock, sesame, and vegetables. In order to be eligible, farmers had

to own a small- or medium sized farm4, have some experience with one of these

crops, be willing to develop a business plan together with extension agents, and

commit to contributing 70% of the investments deemed necessary by the exten-

sion agent. A set of specific eligibility rules was developed for each productive

activity, and the precise rules are shown in Appendix Table A1.5

Once a farmer enrolled in the program and had his business plan approved, the

RBD program worked with him for 24 months. The exact benefits varied across

the productive activities, but in general all farmers received technical and financial

training and supplies based on their individual business plan. If investment was

part of the business plan, the RBD Program could contribute up to 30% of the

resources needed.

B. Evaluation Methodology

The challenge of this and all impact evaluation efforts is to identify a control

group that is identical to the treatment group in every way except that they have

not benefited from the intervention under evaluation. We exploit the fact that

capacity constraints meant that not all eligible farmers could be brought into the

project immediately. The evaluation team worked with the RBD implementation

organization to identify all geographic clusters that would eventually be offered

4Small- or medium farm here is per the NDP definition, which included more than just farm size:
small and medium farms are thought to be those that face various constraints, such as lack of access to
financial services, low or variable product quality, technological weaknesses, and lack of access to markets.

5The impact of these eligibility criteria on the characteristics of the eligible population is described in
detail in a companion paper, Carter, Patricia Toledo and Emilia Tjernström (2012), but in summary they
effectively targeted direct benefits of the program toward the upper half of the rural income distribution
of Leon and Chinandega.
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RBD services. The evaluation team then selected a subset of these clusters for

random assignment to either early or late treatment status.

Once the random assignment of early and late clusters was made, 1,600 house-

holds were sampled from the roster of all eligible producers in these clusters, split

equally between early and late areas.6 These 1,600 households completed a base-

line survey in late 2007, just as the RBD program was rolling out in the early

treatment clusters. The mid-line survey was applied approximately 18 months

later, right before the late treatment group was initiated. As can be seen in Fig-

ure 1, the timing of the surveys meant that the late treatment group function

as a temporary control group at the time of the mid-line survey, since clusters

were randomly allocated to early and late treatment and those allocated to late

treatment had not yet been treated. Both early and late treatment clusters were

then surveyed again near the end of the program in 2011. The roll-out strategy

also randomized the duration of time in the program, a feature that will prove

vital in the continuous treatment estimates presented below.

64% (57%) of the eligible households in the early (late) treatment clusters chose

to participate in the RBD project. While we could not foresee who would reveal

themselves to be compliers at the baseline, the late-treatment households made

their participation decision around the time of the second-round survey. We can

therefore estimate the impacts both on eligible households and on participating

or complier households. The evaluation will primarily focus on the complier

households as we are interested in the impact of the program on the types of self-

selecting individuals who adopt it, and the double-sided estimator (described in

Section II.A) boosts power compared to standard local average treatment effect

estimators.

6More detail on the design and implementation of the experimental design can be found in the
companion paper to this one, Carter, Patricia Toledo and Emilia Tjernström (2012)
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I BACKGROUND AND DATA C Data

Figure 1. Timeline of Received Treatment and Timing of Surveys

C. Data

As the previous section explained, we have a three-wave panel of 1,600 house-

holds with less than 2 percent attrition by the time of the third wave. To see

how well the randomization worked, Tables B1 and B2 present two sets of balance

checks: one that compares eligible farmers in the early and late treatment groups,

and one that compares compliers – i.e. the farm households that chose to partici-

pate and comply with the treatment – between the early and late treatment group.

The randomization did not block on any of these demographic variables, but we

would expect the groups to look similar on average because of the randomization.

Most of the variable averages suggest that the groups represent the same popu-

lation, i.e. they are not statistically significantly different. Comparing all types of

eligible farmers, the only variable where the early and late treatment groups differ

statistically is on value of animals owned, and the actual difference is so small

that it is unlikely to be economically significant. Some variables are significantly

different once we compare early and late groups within activities. This indicates
7
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that even though the randomization took the productive activity of farmers into

account, the number of geographical units samples was insufficient to generate

on-average-equal treatment and control groups when we break the sample down

by productive activity. Given that we lump all productive activities together

in the evaluation, this should not be a major cause for concern (and even the

statistically different variables are economically insignificant).

In a typical impact evaluation study with imperfect compliance, it is impossi-

ble to know who in the control group is a complier type. Given that our control

households were also treated, we can cleanly identify compliers in both the treat-

ment (early) and the control group (late). Therefore, we can check for balance

also between early and late compliers. A few more variables show up as significant

(value of animals, age of farmer, and whether or not the farmer has formal title

to the land). We would only worry about these differences if we believed them to

upset the parallel-trends assumption of the difference-in-difference estimator that

we will employ (as explained in the next section). Depending on the direction

of the impact of these differing variables on farmers’ growth rates, the impacts

of the program could either be over- or under-estimated. As before, we would

emphasize that while the differences are statistically significant, they are unlikely

to be economically significant.

II. Econometric Methodology

Our three outcome variables of interest represent both direct and indirect chan-

nels of impact. The small-farm intervention was in the first instance designed to

enhance the access of small farmers to improved technologies and to markets, so

we begin by examining program impacts on income in the target crops. While

this measure is almost certainly an upper bound on the direct impacts of the

program, we provide some evidence that the impacts are not primarily driven by

household inputs being substituted into the target crop. If we observe increases

in agricultural income, households would then face a key allocative choice: allo-
8
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cate income increases immediately to consumption, or reinvest income increases

into the farm operation, postponing increased consumption until a later date. We

therefore examine investment and household consumption in turn.

We evaluate the impacts of the program using two main econometric approaches.

First, we adapt the local average treatment effect (LATE) estimator to our setting

by using a two-sided complier estimator that allows us to gain power compared

to standard approaches. Second, we employ a fixed effect continuous treatment

estimator to examine the evolution of impacts over time.

To motivate our focus on continuous treatment effects, note that the workhorse

impact evaluation estimators assume that program participation is a binary state

– either a household receives the treatment or it does not. While this approach

deals well with treatment heterogeneity across treated units (hence the derivation

of local average treatment effects), it is less well-equipped to deal with the hetero-

geneity implied by a temporal impact curve driven by the sorts of considerations

just discussed. This observation is especially important when the time span of the

different impact phases is not known (e.g., how long does a potential Ashenfelter

dip last)?

To better frame these issues, consider the hypothetical impact relationships

for the small-farm intervention illustrated in Figure 2. The solid, blue functions

illustrate what we might expect to see for the early treatment group, while the

dashed red functions illustrate the same for the late treatment group. The hor-

izontal axis shows approximately the time at which the different survey rounds

were undertaken (see the discussion in Section I.B). If the program had reached

its full long-term impact on the early (late) treatment group by the time of the

second (third) round survey, then conventional binary estimators would work

well. In this case we would expect the data to trace out impact patterns similar

to the step functions. On the other hand, if the impact of the program evolves

more slowly over time (for example, with an initial ’Ashenfelter Dip’ followed

by a slow rise toward a long-run or asymptotic treatment effect), then our data
9
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Figure 2. Hypothetical Impact Patterns

would be generated by a a non-linear impact or duration response function in

which impact depends on the duration of time in the program. The blue and

red curves illustrate what those impacts may look like for the early and late

treatment groups, respectively. In the hypothetical case illustrated in Figure 2,

impacts measured at mid-line using a conventional binary treatment (step func-

tion) estimator would reveal muted effects that would not accurately represent

the long-run program impacts. In the remainder of this section, we will propose

an econometric methodology that is general enough to encompass both cases.

A. Binary Treatment Model

Thanks to the timing of the survey rounds, our dataset allows us to identify

which sampled farmers from the early treatment group were indeed enrolled before

2009, as well as which farmers from the control group (assigned to late treatment)

were enrolled in or after 2009. In other words, we are able to identify participants

and compliers in both the treatment and control groups and can estimate the
10



II ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY A Binary Treatment Model

effect of the program removing those farmers who did not participate and those

who enrolled, but at a time different from the one determined by the random

assignment. In focusing on this group, we restrict our attention to the subpopu-

lation of farmers who would join a small-farm income generating program. Since

the vast majority of program costs are spent on participating farmers, impacts on

this subpopulation are the most relevant to policymakers.

To formalize the two-sided complier (2SC) estimator, we define three indicator

variables. The variable Bi indicates assigned treatment, and equals 1 for eligible

farmers who were assigned to the early treatment group, and 0 for those assigned

to the late treatment group. The variable Di indicates whether or not a farmer

participates in the program when it was offered to them, so that Di = 1 if

the farmer participates and Di = 0 if not. Finally, Ti identifies early and late

compliers: Ti = 1 if Bi ∗Di = 1

Ti = 0 if Bi = 0 and Di = 1

In other words, complier farmers in the early treatment group are those who

actually enrolled in the small-farm intervention when it was offered to them,

and complier farmers in the late treatment group are those who enrolled in the

program when it was eventually offered to them (after the second round surveys).

We can therefore use just this complier sample and the first two rounds of data

to compute the effect of the program on the sub-population of compliers as the

following difference-in-difference estimator:

(1) δ2SC = E
[
Y E
i,2 − Y E

i,1|Ti = 1
]
− E

[
Y L
i,2 − Y L

i,1|Ti = 0
]
,

where the superscripts indicate treatment assignment (Early & Late), and sub-

scripts denote survey round (1,2). Since we have a third round of survey data,
11
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we can generalize the above complier estimator as follows:

(2) E[Yit] = α0 + λ2t2 + λ3t3 + δ2(t2Ti) + δ3(t3Ti) + [γTi + β′Xi],

where Xi represents a vector of baseline characteristics (namely, crop indicator

variables, farmer age, and farmer education), and t2 and t3 are binary time period

indicators survey rounds 2 and 3, respectively. The parameters γ and β control

for any baseline differences between early and late treatment groups. Since all

the variables in square brackets are time-invariant, we can replace them with a

single, household level fixed effect and rewrite the equation 2 as:

(3) E[Yit] = α0 + λ2t2 + λ3t3 + δ2(t2Ti) + δ3(t3Ti) + [αi],

where αi is the fixed effect.

From Equation (3), the parameter δ2 will estimate δ2SC the complier difference-

in-difference estimator. If a binary step function is a good approximation of

program impacts, then we would expect δ3 (which measures the difference between

the treatment and control groups in the third survey round, after the control

group has been treated) to be zero, since both groups are full participants in the

program by then.

An alternative and more straightforward way to write the estimating equation

involves defining a fourth indicator variable, Zit, which equals 1 if farm i has been

treated at time t, and 0 otherwise. Using this new variable and differencing out

the baseline, we can sweep away the fixed effect term and estimate the model as:

(4) E[Yit − Yi1] = λ2t2 + λ3t3 + δZit, t = 2, 3.

As before, δ estimates the complier group difference-in-difference treatment effect,
12



II ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY B Continuous Treatment Model

and will in fact be identified entirely off of second-round variation. It’s easy to

verify that the parameters δ2 from Eq. (3) and δ from Eq. (4) are numerically

equivalent. In the analysis to follow, we will primarily rely on this specification to

estimate binary treatment effects using the double-sided complier sample.7 We

also report standard intention-to-treat (ITT) effects and their associated (full-

sample) local average treatment effects (LATE) in Appendix C.

B. Continuous Treatment Model

As discussed in the beginning of this section, there are a number of possible

reasons why the impact of the RBD program may have evolved over time. In

addition to a possible initial dip in living standards when households first joined

the program and focused their resources on building up the targeted activity, there

are at least three other reasons why the impact of the small-farm intervention

may have changed over time. First, program beneficiaries may have experienced

a learning effect with their technical and entrepreneurial efficiency improving

over time. Second, the asset program may have created a crowding-in effect if the

program incentivized beneficiaries to further invest in their farms. As Keswell and

Carter (2011) discuss, these second round multiplier effects are what distinguish

business development and asset transfer programs from cash transfer programs

and other common anti-poverty policy instruments. Third, and less positively,

if program impacts are short-lived (e.g., if treated farmers drop the improved

practices as soon as the 24-month period of intense RBD involvement with their

groups end), then impacts may dissipate over time.

One goal of this study is to estimate the impact dynamics and duration response

function, and thus recover both the long-run impacts of the intervention and time

path of said impacts. Both are of particular relevance from a policy perspective.

7Note that the validity of this estimator relies on the idea that the decision to enroll in the early and
late treatment groups was structurally the same, so that we are in fact comparing like-with-like in using
this estimator. This assumption is in addition to the usual exclusion assumption, i.e. that farmers who
do not enroll in the program experience no effect from the treatment or the randomization. See Section
I.C above for more discussion.
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Indeed, it is the prospect that a skill-building program like the RBD program

will facilitate and crowd-in additional asset building that makes them especially

interesting as an anti-poverty program.

We begin by generalizing the double complier binary response function from

Eq. (3) to the continuous treatment case:8

(5) yit(dit) = λd2t2 + λd3t3 + f(dit) + αi + εit,

where dit is the number of months that farm i had been in the RBD program

at survey time t, and f(dit) is a flexible function that can capture the sorts of

non-linear impacts illustrated in Figure ((2)) above. Empirically, we will measure

duration as the number of months between when the household’s farm cluster

initiated activity and the date of the survey. In our data set, these durations run

from 0 to 50 months.9

In order to gauge the shape of the function f(dit), we employ semi-parametric

analysis (see Appendix (D)) and then choose a polynomial (parametric) functional

form consistent with the semi-parametric results. As in the binary treatment case,

the farm-specific fixed effect term controls for all observed and unobserved time-

invariant characteristics, including farming skill, soil quality, farmer education,

etc. Importantly, this fixed effect analogue estimator controls for any systematic

or spurious correlation between observables and duration of treatment.10

While there are several computationally equivalent ways to consistently esti-

mate a fixed effect model like equation 5, in anticipation of later quantile re-

8We could alternatively follow Hirano and Imbens (2004) generalization of propensity score matching
to the continuous treatment case. The Hirano and Imbens estimator only exploits observations with
strictly positive amounts of treatment. In our case, this would imply dropping the baseline data for all
RBD participants as well as the mid-line data for the late treatment group. For development applications
that employ this estimator, see Keswell and Carter (2011) and Aguero, Carter and Woolard (2010)

9In a few cases, RBD activities began a few months prior to the baseline survey. For these cases, we
have considered households in these clusters as treated at baseline, but their values for dit can exceed
the number of months between the first and third rounds of data collection.

10There have been some suggestions from field staff that the implementer wanted to treat the house-
holds that they considered the most promising earlier on. While this would only have affected a small
fraction of the sample (field staff tried their best to limit this behavior), this methodology should deal
with any differential treatment length that is correlated with observables.
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gression analysis (where such models are less easily estimated), we will build on

the correlated effects model of Mundlak (1978) and Chamberlain(1982,1984) and

write the individual fixed effects as a linear projection onto the observables plus

a disturbance:

αi = ψ +X
′
i1λ1 +X

′
i2λ2 +X

′
i3λ3 + υi,

where Xit denotes a vector of observables, which includes the time dummies and

the duration variables. In our case, we have little reason to believe that the way

in which the time-varying observables affect the individual effects differ between

survey rounds, so we use the average of the time-varying covariates and write the

fixed effect as

αi = ψ + X̄
′
i λ̄+ υi.

Substituting this expression into (5) gives:

(6) yit(dit) = λd2t2 + λd3t3 + f(dit) + ψ + X̄
′
i λ̄+ [υi + εit]

OLS estimation of (6) allows us to recover the fixed effect estimators of the impact

response function parameters of interest. As can be seen in Appendix (D), the

function can be reasonably approximated by a cubic functional form, so that the

actual estimating equation is:

(7) yit(dit) = λd2t2 + λd3t3 + ζ1dit + ζ2d
2
it + ζ3d

3
it ++ψ + X̄

′
i λ̄+ [υi + εit],

III. Results

As a prelude to the continuous analysis in this section, Figure 3 shows the

histogram describing the distribution of months in the RBD program for the
15
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complier sample across all three survey rounds11. There is a large cluster of ob-

servations with zero treatment (comprised of the early and late treated households

at baseline, plus the late treated households at the mid-line), which are not shown

in the figure. Despite some bunching, the data show reasonable dispersion with

households observed with as little as 1 month in the program to as much as 50

months in the program. The largest clusters of observations are around 6, 18 and

40 months of program exposure. Late treatment households comprise the first

group, both early and late treatment households are found in the middle expo-

sure group (the former at mid-line, the latter at end-line), while the latter group

is comprised exclusively by early treatment households. It is this variation in

length of time in the program that will be exploited in the continuous treatment

estimators employed in this section.

Also, before examining the outlined regression models, we examine descriptive

statistics on farm technology use and production. Table 1 displays various indi-

cators by producer group12. The variable “Manzanas planted” is the total area

that a household planted in the RBD target crop in the survey year, and can be

thought of as a measure of the intensity of production in the target crop given

that farmers have a (mostly) fixed amount of land at their disposal.13 The vari-

able “Improved seed” is the percentage of households that used an improved seed

variety for the target crop during at least one season, and measures one aspect

of farmers’ utilization of improved technology. For dairy farmers, the measure is

instead whether farmers applied any processing to their products before bringing

them to market (“Processing”).

The variable Income represents the total value of production in the target crop,

11The histogram excludes 0 months for reasons of scale - including zero months of program exposure
dwarfs the other bins.

12The producer group Hortalizas has been excluded from this analysis as the mode of production
doesn’t compare easily to the other producer groups in this particular framework.

13This variable can be thought to combine two measures: the extensive margin of cultivation and the
number of times the plots are cultivated in a given time period. The distinction between the intensive
and extensive margin here is not the main focus – the time period in question is one year, and most of
the crops have one main planting season. If farmers have a mostly fixed amount of land at their disposal,
allocating more land to the target crop then might suggest that the farmer has increased their valuation
of production in the target crop .
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Figure 3. Distribution of the Duration of RBD Treatment (Dual Complier Sample)
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Table 1—Prices, Technology and Incomes by Farmer Activity

Baseline Mid-line End-line

Early Late Early Late Early Late

Beans Value of production 11416.13 11776.72 20652.74* 15679.03* 11461.06 10109.25
Used improved seed (%) .109 .087 .562*** .203*** .284 .25
Manzanas planted (#) 3.35 3.01 4.60** 3.32** 3.53* 2.64*
Price 433.6 422.1 823.2* 772.9* 1009.8 996.8
N 183 69 185 69 176 65

Sesame Value of production 28888.38 28523.96 40447.18 29561.45 48462.97 36169.35
Used improved seed (%) .456** .696** .621 .685 .439*** .807***
Manzanas planted (#) 5.32 5.8 5.73** 3.98** 5.27 4.37
Price 617.9*** 515.3*** 1276.5** 1131.7** 1409.3 1318.3
N 86 108 86 107 66 93

Cassava Value of production 45807 37585.3 74519.8 42177.2 32225.2 66599.97
Used improved seed (%) .064 .056 .171* .0233* .171 .077
Manzanas planted (#) 7.78 6.89 4.84 4.56 2.93 5.06
Price 44.7 47.6 168.8 169.3 84.6 88.2
N 50 59 49 52 42 55

Maize Manzanas planted (#) 2.67 2.52 1.99 1.79 2.09 2.06
Improved seed (%) .244 .269 .254 .276 .158 .153
Value of production 20710.6 20242 11488.53 10893.06 8486.9 9274.5
N 544 454 539 449 535 448

Milk Value, livestock production 267873 292260.3 297191 277464.9 236170.9 255429
Value, milk production 112144.3 119956.9 170900.4 167027.3 167649.2 183283.5
Processing (%) .013 .028 .325 .315 .598 .507
Price 4.24 4.18 6.64 6.46 6.81 6.81
N 208 212 203 209 201 210

The asterisks denote the statistical significance of t-tests on the equality of the early and late complier group means:
* p < 0.05 , ** p < 0.01 , *** p < 0.001
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calculated using the prices that they were able to fetch for the part of their har-

vest that was sold14. The table also includes information on maize production.

While maize was not an RBD activity, it is an important staple crop that most

households produce and provides a signal whether RBD crop (and income) ex-

pansion come at the expense of reduced output and income from other crops.

While market prices for maize and other non-target crops were not elicited, the

total value of production is calculated based on baseline market prices provided

by RBD program staff.

It seems clear from Table 1 that the effects of the program on production were

quite diverse across the different target crops. For bean farmers, the initial effect

seems quite straightforward: farmers who enrolled in the program early planted

more beans, received higher prices at the mid-line than the control group, and in

addition many more of them used improved seeds – and all these differences are

highly statistically significant. By the end-line, we do see a worrisome drop-off

in the use of improved seeds by early treatment producers. Recalling that RBD

services to farmer groups ended after 24 months, this observation suggests that

certain aspects of the program may not be sustainable. A similar story can be

told for sesame farmers, except for the use of improved seeds15.

For cassava and livestock, the differences between the groups are mostly sta-

tistically insignificant, even at mid-line. It may well be that both of these pro-

grams generated substantial spillover externalities in which even untreated and

late treated farmers were able to benefit from the improved processing facilities

offered to early treatment livestock and cassava producers.

As for maize production, the early and late treatment groups look similar both

in the baseline and at the mid-line, which suggests that the early treatment group

at the mid-line did not substitute away from maize in order to concentrate on

target crops. This indicates that the RBD Program did not lead to significant

14When no sales price is reported (i.e. when the household did not sell any part of their crop), we use
the mean price by season and crop.

15While the differences in the value of production for early/late sesame farmers is not statistically
significant, the difference between the early and late groups is larger at the mid-line than at the end-line.
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crowding-out of maize production, and constitutes suggestive evidence that mea-

sured income increases from targeted activities are less likely to greatly overstate

overall income. With this in mind, we now turn to examining the program effect

on farm incomes.

A. Program Income

We begin the evaluation of the RBD Program by looking at its impact on in-

come from the activities targeted by the RBD program.16 As discussed above,

observed income increases in RBD-targeted crops does not necessarily imply in-

creased overall incomes, as productive inputs may have been reallocated from

other activities to the target crops. While we have evidence that productive in-

puts were not reallocated away from maize production, inputs could have been

substituted away from other activities (e.g., off-farm labor) that we do not mea-

sure. These concerns notwithstanding, the value of the production of target crops

is an important indicator.

While Table 1 generally shows that early treatment farmers had significantly

higher RBD incomes at mid-line than did the late treatment farmers, we now

examine this impact more carefully by employing the generalized difference-in-

difference binary treatment estimator from equation 4, presented in Section II.A

above.17 The double complier difference-in-difference impact estimate of δDDC is

given by the coefficient on the treatment variable, Z, in the first column of Table

2. Recall that these estimates control for household-level fixed effects. The point

estimate is $1,211, which implies an increase of about 13% over the baseline level

of targeted activity income. However, the precision of the estimate is such that

we cannot reject the hypothesis that the true impact is zero.

16RBD targeted activities are beans, sesame, or cassava for farmers in those groups, and milk for
livestock farmers. Income from these activities is the total value of production in the targeted activity,
valued in 2005 $USPPP.

17In this and all sections of our analysis, we estimate impacts using levels (measured in $US PPP).
In results not reported here, we also estimated the same relationship in logs. The log estimates were
qualitatively similar to the level estimates and did not substantially alter the statistical significance of
any impacts.
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As we already saw in the descriptive statistics almost 90% of the individuals

reported to be the farmer/beneficiaries of the RBD program are men (see Table

B2 above). The second column of Table 2 also reports a specification in which

we interact the sex of the farmer with the treatment variable in the regression.

As can be seen, the estimated coefficient is small in absolute value (the impact of

the program is $62 higher for women than for men) and is imprecisely estimated.

There is no evidence that the program differentially influenced men and women in

this dimension, although this finding may simply reflect the fact that few women

were actually enrolled in the RBD program.

For reasons discussed earlier, this binary treatment impact approach may fail

to fully characterize the program.18 As a first step to exploring this, we replace

the binary treatment indicator in equation4 with a flexible function of months

in the program (∆(d)) as in equation 5. As a first step in this analysis, we

use a generalized additive model model to estimate equation 5.19 As can be

seen in Figure D, the non-parametric analysis suggests that a cubic specification

would provide a reasonable parametric approximation of the shape of the duration

response function.

The third column of Table 2 report the results from parametric estimate of (7),

our preferred cubic specifications. Consistent with the semi-parametric results,

the parametric results show that duration of time in program has a statistically

significant impact on gross income in the treated activity. To draw out more

fully the implications of these estimates, Figure 4 graphs the estimated cubic

relationship. For comparison, the point estimate of the binary treatment effect is

illustrated as a solid horizontal line in the figure. As can be seen, the estimated

impact rises over the first two years of time in the program, peaking at roughly a

$2,400 impact, and then flattening out after that time. As shown by the confidence

intervals in the figure, there is substantial noise in these estimates, and they

18In addition to those conceptual reasons, around 15% of farmers in the early treatment group had
actually begun receiving RBD services at the time of the baseline, contaminating the binary results. We
can control for this problem using the continuous treatment estimation.

19The results from this analysis can be found in Appendix D
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Table 2—Program Impact on Income from Target Activity for Program Participants

Binary Binary, gender Cubic
t2 1778*** 1778*** 1687.3***

(421.57) (421.67) (314.11)
t3 363.7 364.0 241.6

(774.80) (774.51) (600.35)
Z 1211.7* 1207.2*

(652.07) (649.28)
Female∗Z 33.1

(671.56)
Months (d) 263.2**

(108.76)
Months2 (d2) -10.2

(6.90)
Months3 (d3) 0.112

(0.12)
N 2001 2001 3062
R2 0.045 0.045 0.308
adj. R2 0.044 0.043 0.305
Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
Gender indicator variable equals 1 if the participating farmer is female
∗ p < 0.10 , ∗∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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become especially imprecise as the data thins out at higher treatment levels.

This noise may reflect the fact that the program had different impacts across

the different RBD-targeted activities.20 Nonetheless, there is a significant impact

over treatment durations of 1 to 36 months.

Figure 4. Estimated Impact of the RBD on Program Income

We now turn to see if these estimated gross income increases translated into

increases in capital accumulation and/or consumption expenditures.

B. Investment

An important component of the business plan developed by farmers was related

to the accumulation of farm assets. With the objective of increasing farmer’s pro-

ductivity, the program provided some equipment or supported the construction

20Discussions of this point with RBD staff in Nicaragua suggested that returns to some of the targeted
activities declined after the initial program year (as subsidies for improved seed and fertilizers were
no longer given to producers by the RBD). Unfortunately, the impact evaluation was not set up with
sufficient power to distinguish impacts by specific crop activity.
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of new productive installations once the business plan was approved. Therefore,

weWhile the binary impact estimates (column 1, in Table 3) are not statistically

significant, would expect the observed impact on incomes to go hand in hand

with an increase in the stock of farm assets.

Table 3—Program Impact on Capital for Program Participants

Binary Binary, gender Cubic
t2 242.2 242.2 -531.1**

(234.3) (234.3) (235.5)
t3 4581*** 4569.4*** 2225.5***

(478.1) (478.1) (584)
Z 503.6 660.2**

(311.5) (322.9)
Female∗Z -1106*

(566.3)
Months (d) 292.8**

(142.2)
Months2 (d2) -7.9

(10.6)
Months3 (d3) 0.08

(0.18)
N 2076 2076 3147
R2 0.137 0.138 0.206
adj. R2 0.135 0.136 0.202
Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
Gender indicator variable equals 1 if the participating farmer is female
∗ p < 0.10 , ∗∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

We follow the same strategy used in the previous section to examine the effect

of the program on stocks of capital. The outcome variable used here is the sum

of mobile capital (tools and equipment, excluding livestock) and fixed capital

(buildings, installations, and fences located on the farmer’s land21), but the results

are similar if disaggregated by type of capital.22

21Some elements of fixed capital were difficult to value as they were often constructed by the farmer
rather than purchased on the market. RBD program staff assisted with the evaluation, but a few items
(e.g. erosion barriers and certain types of fencing) are not included in our measure of fixed capital.

22The impacts of months in the program on mobile capital is stronger than on fixed capital. Results
available from the authors upon request.
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Figure 5. RBD Average Impacts on Capital

Table 3 shows the binary and continuous estimates of the program impact on

capital stocks. Figure 5 graphs the average duration response of total capital.

While the binary impact estimates (column 1, in Table 3) are not statistically

significant, the continuous treatment model shows that the value of total capital

increases significantly over the duration of the project, flattening out at more

than $3,500.

Column 2 in Table 3 shows a regression where the program impact on capital

accumulation is allowed to vary with the gender of the farmer. Despite the small

percentage of female farmers, the estimated effect of program participation on

mobile capital is significantly lower for female farmers. In addition, once the

gender-specific effect if accounted for, the treatment effect becomes statistically

significant. This suggests that male and female farmers respond quite differently

to the program. Given that average impacts on capital start flattening out at

around $3,500 dollars, the size of the coefficient is quite large as it is almost

a third of the average maximum impact. In light of the absence of significant
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differences between the impacts on income for male and female farmers, this

differential impact on investment is worth keeping in mind as we turn to the final

impact variable of per capita consumption.

C. Consumption

As the final section of our analysis within the present framework, we will now

look at per capita consumption. The consumption variable has been carefully

constructed to take into account various aspects of household consumption and

well-being. It is transformed to purchasing-power-parity adjusted US$. Further,

to make it a per capita measure, it has been weighted by the number of household

members (for expenditures other than food), and weighted by the number of

household members that were present in the household during the appropriate

recall period for food expenditures.

In order to examine the evolution of consumption estimates more closely, we

report binary and continuous regression estimates in Table 4. Using the same

binary regression model (4) as in the two previous sections (Column 1 in Table

4), we note that while the treatment effect is positive, it is neither statistically

different from zero, nor very large. The point estimate of the binary impact im-

plies a $187 increase in annual per capita expenditure for participant households.

With around 5 people per-household on average, this point estimate would imply

an increase in total household consumption expenditures of about $500 per-year.

Again, allowing impacts to differ by sex of the RBD program beneficiary does

not reveal any significant gender-differentiated effects. However, the point esti-

mate on the gender interaction term is several times larger than its counterpart

in the income regression. Coupled with the size and significance of the gender-

effect on capital, this suggests that perhaps women beneficiaries allocate program-

induced income increases differently between consumption and capital investment

than do men.

These binary estimates may again mask the underlying duration response pat-
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tern. Indeed, with consumption (as opposed to investment and program income),

there are reasons to suspect an initial fall in consumption if households were to

self-finance matched program investments by reducing consumption. As shown in

Table B2, roughly 40% of the sample is reported to be capital-constrained in the

sense of having unmet demand for loans they would like to take given the cost of

capital. As can be seen in Appendix D, the semi-parametric results suggest the

possible existence of an initial dip in living standards.

Table 4—Program Impact on Per Capita Consumption for Program Participants

Binary Binary, gender Continuous
t2 -476.5*** -476.5*** -380.6***

(147.3) (147.4) (118.2)
t3 -211 -208.9 87.1

(227) (226.5) (251.1)
Z 186.5 157.8

(188) (201.7)
Female∗Z 201.5

(303.7)
Months (d) -45.5

(38.1)
Months2 (d2) 2.97

(2.03)
Months3 (d3) -0.05

(0.03)
N 2123 2123 3198
R2 0.006 0.006 0.196
adj. R2 0.004 0.004 0.192
Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses
Gender indicator variable equals 1 if the participating farmer is female
∗ p < 0.10 , ∗∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Column 3 of Table 4 report results from replacing the binary treatment indi-

cator with a parametric cubic function of treatment duration. The individual

coefficients are not statistically significant, although the key question is the sta-

tistical significance of the overall impact duration relationship.

Figure 6 displays the 90% interval estimate of the duration response implied
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Figure 6. RBD Impacts on Per Capita Consumption Expenditures

by the cubic estimates in Table 4. As can be seen, the point estimates show

no signs of consumption growth over the time of the program, and the interval

estimator always includes zero. Given the findings of significant impacts on RBD-

targeted income and on capital investment, the lack of a significant impact on

living standards is somewhat surprising. There are several explanations for this,

between which we cannot distinguish in this analysis. It could be that total income

did not increase for beneficiary households (as opposed to income from only RBD-

targeted activities). It is also possible that total income did increase, but that

most of it was allocated to investment rather than increasing immediate living

standards (especially for the predominantly male farming population). Finally, it

could be that the impacts are quite heterogeneous, driven in part by differences

in tenure security, capital access, etc. Section IV below returns to this issue,

employing generalized quantile regression methods to investigate whether this

lack of an average impact on per capita consumption levels reflects what is going

on in different segments of the sample.
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IV. Heterogeneous Program Effects

There are a number of reasons for believing that programs like the RBD may

result in heterogeneous treatment effects. There are at least three candidate

explanations as to why such heterogeneous treatment effects might occur:

• Heterogeneous access to financial capital needed to make the most of the

RBD intervention;

• Complementarity between unobservables (such as farming skills and business

acumen) and the RBD intervention; and,

• Differential luck, with some succeeding and others failing for stochastic rea-

sons.

Earlier analysis conducted with only the mid-line data revealed substantial evi-

dence of impact heterogeneity, with the program showing few impacts on the well-

being of the poorest-performing 50% of the population (when compared against

the poorest-performing segment of the untreated households), with quite high

returns to the best performing segment of the treated group, when compared

against top performers in the then untreated control group. Efforts reported

in Toledo (2011) to unpack the reasons behind this heterogeneous performance

are only partially satisfying. That analysis focused on explanation (1) above,

categorizing households based on their credit-rationing status. While credit mar-

ket status is of course endogenous, that analysis revealed no simple relationship

between performance and contemporaneous credit rationing status. Indeed, the

only factor uncovered was past credit history. RBD impacts on farms with prior

credit history appeared quite large and significant. Unfortunately, the interpreta-

tion of prior credit history as a factor explaining heterogeneous program impacts

is ambiguous. It seems most likely that those with past credit histories are ac-

tually those with higher levels of farming and business acumen (pointing toward

explanation 2 above). It may also be that those acumen levels were themselves
29
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endogenously produced by prior random or prior program-based access to credit

(and business opportunities). In this section, we examine in more depth the pro-

gram effects for different segments of the population, based on the notion that

the average treatment effects presented above may not tell the full story.

A. Methods and Interpretation

Conventional regression methods (such as those just employed above in Section

4) estimate average or mean relationships. They assume that the vector of co-

variates, x, affects only the location of the conditional distribution of y, not its

scale nor any other aspects of y’s conditional distribution. Quantile regression

methods allow us to see whether the statistically average relationship is in fact a

good description of the relationship in all parts of the distribution. Specifically,

quantile regression allows us to recover the regression parameters that best de-

scribe the impacts on observations in different portions of the error distribution

for our regression model.

Observations in the higher quantiles are those that “do better” than is predicted

by the household’s level of treatment and other regression variables (e.g., are in the

upper tail of the conditional per capita consumption distribution). We will refer

to these observations in the higher quantiles as “high performers.” Conversely,

observations in the lower quantiles are those are in the lower tail of the conditional

distribution of the outcome variable. Quantile regression allows us to see if the

marginal impact of RBD program participation at various parts of the conditional

distribution of the outcome variables differs from the impacts at the mean –

i.e. the average relationship estimated in Section 4. Note that if the average

regression model explains the data well, the impact estimates will be the same

for all quantiles. However, if there is unobserved heterogeneity in the impacts,

then the impact slopes across quantiles may be different. As mentioned above,

there are conceptual reasons (supported by the analysis of the mid-line data) for

suspecting that the RBD program has heterogeneous impacts.
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To recover conditional quantile estimates, we employ the method developed by

Abrevaya and Dahl (2008) that extends a correlated random-effects framework

(such as our regression model (6) above) to apply to conditional quantile mod-

els. While quantile models have been widely used in empirical studies since their

development by Koenker and Bassett (1978), they are not often applied to panel

data, likely because of the difficulty of differencing in the context of conditional

quantiles. This problem arises because quantiles aren’t linear operators, so that,

simply put, the conditional quantile of a difference is not simply a difference of

the conditional quantiles. Importantly, this methodology based on correlated

random-effects preserves the fixed effects characteristics of the results, inoculat-

ing them against any systematic or spurious correlation between the duration of

treatment and initial and time-invariant conditions.

Parameter estimates for the Abrevaya and Dahl (2008) estimator can be ob-

tained through any quantile regression package. Standard errors are obtained

through bootstrapping, drawing households with replacement from the sample

and estimating the estimator’s variance-covariance matrix from the resulting em-

pirical variance matrix. All results in Section IV.B are based on 500 bootstrap

repetitions.

B. Quantile Results

This section explores the heterogeneity of the impact or duration response func-

tion by estimating the conditional quantile functions for our preferred (cubic)

parametric continuous treatment models. In the interest of space, we present

these results graphically, showing the point estimates for the 25th, 50th (median)

and 75th quantiles. We represent the 90% confidence interval as a shaded area

around the point estimates. The standard errors used to construct the interval

estimates are based based on bootstrapped estimates (500 replications).

Figure 7 (a) displays the results from the quantile analysis of RBD-targeted
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(a) - Farm income

(b) - Investment

(c) - Per-capita consumption

Figure 7. Generalized Quantile Impact Results
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activity income. As can be seen, these estimates confirm the hypothesis that pro-

gram impacts are heterogeneous across the participant population. The impacts

of the program seem to be greatest at the extremes of the distribution, with the

median impacts somewhat less positive than the conditional expectation function

estimated in Section 4, and peaking earlier than the results at the mean of the

conditional expectation function. The high performers in the upper 75th quan-

tile enjoy a much steeper impact response function. Indeed, it peaks at about

$2000, double the long-term impact level for the producer at the median of the

conditional income distribution.

The effects of the RBD program on mobile capital (Fig. 7 (b)) increases as

we move upwards in the conditional distribution of mobile capital – peaking at

just under $300 for the lowest 25th percentile, around $1,200 at the median,

and around $2,000 for the 75th percentile. Towards the end of the program,

however, the amount of investment in mobile capital dips substantially for the

75th percentile, dropping down to or below baseline levels. The impacts on fixed

capital can be seen in Figure , and show small, barely significant impacts for the

25th percentile and the median, but show substantial increases after 20 months

since program enrollment for the 75th percentile of the conditional distribution

of fixed capital.

We find significant heterogeneity in the impacts on per capita consumption, but

the pattern of heterogeneity is quite different from the effects on, say, program

income. The bottom panel in Figure 7 (c) shows the duration response paths

for three different quantiles. The point estimates for those households at the

lower end of the conditional per capita consumption distribution experience no

significant increase in consumption for the duration of the program. For the

median regression, consumption does appear to be increasing, but the impact is

never statistically different from zero. In contrast, the high performers in the

75th quantile show very large increases in per capita consumption.
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V. Conclusion

A key part of the 5-year, $175 million Nicaragua-MCC compact, the Rural

Business Development Program (RBD) was designed to enhance the business

knowledge of small farmers, and to improve their access to markets and technolo-

gies. RBD direct assistance lasted for 24 months, and the program also included

elements of matching investment (e.g., in improved milking sheds), and had av-

erage direct costs of about $US2500 per-farmer in the program. Participation

in the program was subject to both administrative filters (eligibility criteria and

business plan approval) and to beneficiary self-selection (eligible producers had

to be willing to join and provide required matching investments).

In order to evaluate the impacts of the RBD, the evaluation and implementation

teams worked together to create a randomized program roll-out strategy. No

eligible households were denied access to the program, but the temporal sequence

in which they received the program was randomized as eligible households were

split into early and late treatment groups. Three rounds of data were collected:

a baseline in 2007, a mid-line in 2009 and an end-line in 2011.

This evaluation strategy affords several advantages. First, shortly after the

mid-line survey, it was possible to fully identify a two-sided complier sample as

all eligible households in both early and late treatment groups had either accepted

or declined the invitation to join the RBD by that date. The analysis has focused

on this sub-population as it those who are inclined to join such a program that

we are interested in.

Secondly, this research design randomized the duration of time that any par-

ticular producer had in the program. Using continuous treatment methods, we

have been able to recover temporal time path of impact. Doing so is especially

important for programs like the RBD that are intended to spur learning and co-

investment, meaning that their impacts are likely to evolve over time. Given that

we did not know ex ante how long it would take for these effects to take place,

the continuous treatment methodology allows us to recover much more informa-
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tion than could have been obtained with standard binary treatment estimator

approaches.

Analysis of these data indicates that RBD likely increased the incomes of most,

but not all participants. Impacts built up over time, peaking and leveling off

after the individual has been in the program for 2 to 2.5 years. It is important

to stress that income increases in targeted activities are an upper-bound estimate

of the change in overall household income, and hence the 39% average internal

rate of return figure is also an upper-bound estimate. Note also that this figure

is an average across all RBD-targeted activities that were included in the study.

It is likely that returns were higher for some activities, and lower in others. The

impact evaluation was not, however, designed to estimate activity-specific impact

estimates nor rates of return.

While the impacts on income in targeted activities are substantial, the spillover

of these income increases into improved living standards appears to be at best

modest, at least over the time frame of the evaluation. Evidence that stocks of

agricultural capital (especially movable capital) increased significantly with the

program is consistent with this sluggish consumption response and would seem

to indicate that households face binding credit constraints and an inability to

borrow in order to finance investments and smooth consumption over time.

In addition to these average effects, the study employed fixed effects analogue

conditional quantile regression methods to explore the degree to which the average

pattern of impact faithfully reflects the experience of both high performers (those

who do better than the OLS regression average) and low performers (those who

do less well than the OLS regression average). Looking at the full distribution

of impacts is especially important for efforts like the RBD program that target

beneficiaries’ income-generating and entrepreneurial capacities. In general, we

find that the program is much more effective for the high performing households.

Indeed, the upper quantile, high performing households exhibit a larger impact on

their income in targeted activities, and their observed household living standards
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(as measured by per capita consumption expenditures) increase significantly 2-3

years after joining the RBD program. In contrast, the lower quantile households

show no increase in living standards, even after 3-4 years in the program.

Roughly speaking, two-thirds of eligible farm households chose to participate.

The one-third that did not participate had modestly lower living standards at

baseline.23 Of those that chose to participate, roughly three-quarters appeared

to have benefited, while the remaining minority benefited little, if at all from the

RBD. The existence of these two groups (those that did not participate, and those

that did, but did not succeed) serves as a useful reminder that maybe not all small

farms can upgrade and succeed. If the goal is to eliminate rural poverty, then

this limitation needs to be kept in mind as other interventions may be needed to

improve prospects for this sub-population and their children.

Looking forward, it may be that next generation RBD programs can reduce

the size of this minority. While the analysis here was unable to identify which

families failed to succeed and why,24 it is likely that some failures were do to the

natural vagaries of agriculture as a risky activity. Efforts to incorporate elements

of insurance into small farm development strategies may have a key role to play in

this regard, allowing a greater percentage of the small farm population to succeed

over the longer term.

In addition, the RBD program did not include a direct credit market inter-

vention. The overall MCC program in Nicaragua operated in part on the theory

that improved property registration would indirectly improve smallholder access

to capital by increasing their collateral and creditworthiness to the extant bank-

ing sector. Whether or not that strategy would have worked remains an open

23Recent work by Macours and Vakis (2008) and Laajaj (2012) on poverty and aspirations suggest
that there may be some individuals who could benefit from interventions such as the RBD, but that
they need smaller, confidence and aspiration building steps before they are willing to jump into a more
forward-looking and entrepreneurial profile.

24One important message that emerged from the mid-line evaluation is that there is no evidence that
farms closer to the asset minima benefited less from the program than did better endowed farmers (Carter
and Toledo, 2011). While the asset floors and ceilings used to establish RBD eligibility were based on
best practice intuition, it is clear from a targeting perspective that more work needs to be done to see if
there is such a thing as a farm that is too small to benefit from this kind of intervention.
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question, as the property registration component of the program was eliminated

in early 2009 (see note 2 above). What is clear is that the pattern of increasing

income, but sluggish changes in living standards (and indeed, perhaps a small

initial drop in household living standards following the introduction of the pro-

gram), may signal the existence of capital constraints as income increases are

soaked up to self-finance future fixed and working capital investments.
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Appendix A - Eligibility Criteria by Productive Activity

Table A1—Eligibility Criteria Used to Identify Farmers in Target Activities

sesame beans vegetables cassava Livestock
Asset Floor∗ 7 hectares 3.5 hectares 1.4 hectares 3.5 hectares 10 mature cows
Asset Ceiling 35.2 hectares 35.2 hectares 14.1 hectares 70.4 hectares 100 mature cows

Prior Experience
1.4 hectares 0.7 hectares Some vegetable 1.4 hectares Developed livestock
in sesame in beans production in cassava activity

Water −− −− On-farm water source −− On-farm water source
Legal Status Farmer has land title or is in possession of land
Age Farmer must be at least 20 years old
Environment Land located outside of national protected areas
∗Minimum farm size reduced when farm is irrigated
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Appendix B - Balance Checks

Table B1—Early versus Late Treatment Groups–All Eligible Farmers

Livestock Beans Sesame Cassava Vegetables All Farmers
Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late

Expenditures per capita 2407 2450 1194 1229 1803∗ 1556∗ 1686 1465 1462 1633 1831 1818
Mobile farm asset 69.1 69.2 9.7 10.0 59.9∗∗ 29.9∗∗ 51.1 51.1 25.6 31.0 46.6 42.6
Farm’s installations 36.8 36.7 6.9 5.4 19.8 12.9 25.0 22.6 10.5 23.9 22.8 21.8
Animals 292.1∗∗ 344.7∗∗ 47.5 46.3 99.4 89.0 75.8 91.3 22.8 28.2 154.6∗∗ 178.8∗∗

Monthly remittances 660 751 482 406 716∗∗ 278∗∗ 404 334 121 590 576 519
Land size 61.6 72.2 18.4 18.4 28.5∗∗ 22.2∗∗ 20.7 22.9 6.9 11.8 37.0 41.1
Formal tenure 55%∗∗ 63%∗∗ 21%∗ 15%∗ 48% 43% 48% 54% 43% 56% 42% 45%
In process to tenure 22% 28% 32% 34% 25% 32% 19% 20% 30% 13% 25% 25%
Credit status (%)
With a loan 38% 42% 34% 25 % 66% 67% 41% 30% 50% 50% 42% 41%
No loan-price rationed 20% 24% 15% 23% 9% 9% 15% 21% 4% 21% 16% 20%
Quantity rationed 16% 10% 12% 12% 17% 11% 22% 14% 29% 13% 16% 12%
Risk rationed 26% 24% 39% 40% 8% 14% 22% 35% 17% 17% 26% 28%
Farmer’s age 52∗ 54∗ 49 50 49 50 50 53 48 49 50 52
Farmer’s education 4.9 5.0 3.4 3.3 4.6∗∗ 3.0∗∗ 3.3 2.9 4.8 5.4 4.3 4.9
Farmer male 87% 88% 88% 81% 88% 93% 82% 85% 63% 75% 86% 86%
# of household 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 6 6 6 4 4
# of household 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
# of observations 308 311 240 218 147 139 82 89 24 24 801 781
* Different tests used for different data types: t-tests for categorical variables, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov for continuous variables
For any test, an asterisk ∗ indicates that the p-value [5%, 10%]; ∗∗ indicates p-value [1%, 5%]; while ∗ ∗ ∗ means p-value ≤ 1%

Table B2—Early versus Late Treatment Groups–Complier Farmers Only
Livestock Beans Sesame Cassava All Farmers Excluding Beans

Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late Early Late
Expenditures per capita 2407 2308 1193 1326 1708 1511 1745 1622 1811 1866 2127 1969
Mobile farm asset 81.5∗ 62.3∗ 10.4 15.5 47.6 30.4 59.4 54.1 50.0 46.1 69.6∗∗∗ 51.9∗∗∗
Farm’s installations 43.7 33.6 7.6 8.3 21.3 13.5 25.2 19.2 26.0 22.9 35.3∗∗ 25.6∗∗
Animals 325.6 370.4 51.2 44.8 97.1 89.4 87.6 81.8 169.8∗∗ 212.5∗∗ 232.4 244.1
Monthly remittances 734 519 468 424 608∗ 315∗ 366 377 575 436 647∗ 438∗∗
Land size 69.9 75.7 19.8 22.9 29.8∗∗ 21.2∗∗ 22.7 22.5 41.1 46.1 52.7 51.8
Formal tenure 56%∗∗∗ 67%∗∗∗ 20% 18% 44% 41% 42% 52% 41%∗∗∗ 51%∗∗∗ 51∗∗% 57∗∗%
In process to tenure 25%∗∗ 16%∗∗ 31%∗∗ 44%∗∗ 27% 33% 17% 21% 27% 25% 24% 22%
Credit status (%)
With a loan 42% 43% 36% 22% 67% 69% 47% 27% 45% 44% 49% 48%
No loan-price rationed 21% 23% 17% 24% 8% 6% 25% 15% 16% 19% 16% 11%
Quantity rationed 12% 10% 12% 11% 19% 10% 10% 5% 15% 11% 17% 19%
Risk rationed 25% 24% 36% 43% 6% 15% 12% 32% 24% 26% 18% 23%
Farmer’s age 52∗ 54∗ 49∗ 52∗ 47 50 48∗∗ 54∗∗ 50∗∗∗ 53∗∗∗ 50∗∗∗ 53∗∗∗

Farmer’s education 5.1 4.9 3.7 3.8 4.9∗∗∗ 3.0∗∗∗ 4.3∗∗ 2.9∗∗ 4.5 4.4 4.9∗∗∗ 4.0∗∗∗

Farmer male 87% 89% 86% 81% 91% 93 % 80% 85% 86% 88% 87% 90%
# of household 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4
# of household 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
# of observations 198 208 162 72 86 108 51 61 511 449 33}5 377
See notes for Table B1
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Appendix C - Binary ITT Estimates Using the Full Sample

Table C1 shows estimates of the intention-to-treat and instrumental variable

estimates of the average treatment effect using the baseline and mid-line data.

The intention-to-treat is estimated by the following regression:

yit = λt2 + γBi + δ(B∗
i t2),

where t2 is a dummy variable taking on the value 1 in round 2, and

Bi =

1 for farmers randomized into the early treatment group

0 for farmers randomized into the late treatment group
.

This regression is estimated using the whole sample. yit here is either per capita

consumption, farm income or total capital. As in much of the main analysis, the

parameter δ is the parameter of interest.

Table C1—ITT and IV Estimates

Consumption Income Total Capital
ITT IV (ToT) ITT IV (ToT) ITT IV (ToT)

λ
-516.3*** -516.2*** 1479.0*** 1479.1*** -65.35 -66.00
(196.4) (196.1) (552.6) (551.8) (524.7) (524.1)

γ
-86.55 -134.2 -467.1 -712.1 1279.5** 1984.5**
(206.4) (318.0) (452.5) (692.6) (604.2) (928.7)

δ
-5.004 -7.563 834.0 1269.7 495.9 754.9
(248.8) (381.6) (742.2) (1127.7) (851.3) (1300.4)

N 3179 3179 3040 3040 3122 3122
R2 0.218 0.218 0.304 0.304 0.162 0.164
R

2 0.216 0.215 0.302 0.302 0.159 0.161
Standard errors in parentheses

Regression coefficients for control variables (crop,
farmer age and education) are suppressed.

The first and third columns of Table C1 reports standard Intention to Treat
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estimates (ITT) for consumption and income, respectively. For the Treatment

on the Treated (ToT) estimates, we use the standard instrumental variables tech-

nique, instrument for treatment, di, using the assignment to early treatment,

Bi. The instrument for the interaction term between treatment and the mid-line

time-dummy variable (d∗i t2) is simply B∗
i t2.

The ITT estimates are consistent with the average treatment effects reported

in the main body of the paper, and while both the ITT and ToT estimates for

consumption are negative, it’s important to note that given the wide confidence

intervals, the estimates are consistent with the small but positive impacts found

above, as well with a zero impact.
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Appendix D - Semi-parametric Estimates of the Continuous Treatment

Estimator

As explained in the body of the paper, there are a number of reasons to expect

that the impact of the RBD program to evolve over time in highly non-linear

ways. As a prelude to the parametric continuous treatment analysis reported in

Sections II.Band III, we first used flexible semi-parametric methods to explore

the shape of the impact curve. We estimated equation 5 by allowing the time

variables to enter parametrically, while the duration function was estimated non-

parametrically. Estimation was carried out using a Generalized Additive Model

(GAM). The way we specify the GAM model, baseline characteristics (education,

age and gender of the farmer) and time dummies enter linearly, and a flexible

function s(dit) is fitted for the time since treatment began. The following equation

shows the form of a GAM with q predictors:

g(�) = �+
q∑

j=1

sj(xj)

where the sj ’s are smooth functions of the predictors. Each predictor is assumed

to be additive on the scale of g(·). The GAM-implementation that we use employs

cubic smoothing splines to estimate the flexible function s(·).25 The figures below

display the results of these estimates. These were estimated using only those

observation that began treatment after the baseline survey round.

As can be seen, the semi-parametric regression on consumption suggests that

the impact relationship can be captured by a cubic relationship. The relation-

ship for income suggests that a quadratic may suffice, but we choose a cubic

parametrization in the analysis (the coefficient on the third degree polynomial

would simply be estimated to be 0 if a quadratic were the correct fit). None of

these relationships are especially supportive of the step function in Figure 2 that

25Stata -gam- add-on, which is based on a FORTRAN program called GAMFIT, and documented in
Royston and Ambler (1998)
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Figure D1. Semi-Parametric Results, Income

Figure D2. Semi-Parametric Results, Total Capital
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Figure D3. Semi-Parametric Results, Per Capita Consumption

would be implied by the standard binary treatment estimator.
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Appendix E - Hypothesis Testing

To test whether the differences that we observe between the different quantiles

are statistically significant, we employ two different testing procedures. First,

we use the minimum-distance framework in Abrevaya and Dahl (extended from

Buchinsky’s (1998) framework to the panel data context) to test the equality of

the parametric duration response variables’ effects across quantiles. Since both

months, months2, andmonths3 enter into our preferred cubic model, the relevant

test is a joint test of equality. In other words, the null hypothesis is

H0 : ζ1,τ1 = ζ1,τ2 = ζ1,τ3 ∧ ζ2,τ1 = ζ2,τ2 = ζ2,τ3 ∧ ζ3,τ1 = ζ3,τ2 = ζ3,τ3 ,

where ζ1,ζ2 and ζ3 are the estimated coefficients on months, months2, and

months3, respectively, and τ1, τ2 and ,τ3 are the different estimated quantiles

(25th, 50th and 75th).

Second, we take linear combinations of the estimated coefficients from an in-

terquantile range regression, which estimates the difference in coefficients between

quantiles. We then plot their bootstrapped normal-approximation confidence in-

tervals (500 bootstrap replications). For the intervals where the confidence in-

tervals don’t overlap 0, we say that the quantiles are statistically different from

each other at those months. This test is carried out for each of the differences

75th − 25th, 75th − 50th, 50th − 25th.

Minimum-Distance Testing Results
We closely follow the testing framework outlined in Abrevaya and Dahl (2008),

and the only changes are to allow for an additional round of data and the fact that

we include averages of the time-varying regressors, instead of their value in each

round. The minimum-distance test statistic has a limiting chi-square distribution,

with degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions (in our case 6). These

test statistics and their associated p-values are shown in Table E1

The estimated effect of months in the program on income and total capital
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Table E1—Tests of marginal-effect equality across quantiles

Outcome variable χ2
6-statistic p-value

Income 10.7 0.0971
Total capital 20.6 0.0021
Per-capita consumption 9.1 0.1678
For each outcome variable, the p-values reported are for the null hypothesis of joint equality
of the marginal effects of the variables months, months2, and months3 for the quantiles
.25, .50 and .75. Results are based on 300 bootstrap replications

vary significantly across the quantiles, while the effects on total capital are not

statistically significant at conventional levels. There is no statistical evidence

that the effect of months in the program on per capita consumption varies over

quantiles.

Bootstrapped Normal-Approximation Confidence Interval

Figures E1, E2 and E3 show the point estimates and confidence intervals of the

difference in coefficients between pairs of quantiles.

Consistent with the minimum-distance test, there is no evidence that the effect

of months since treatment began on per capita consumption varies across the

three quantiles (Figure E3 – the 90% confidence interval includes 0 everwhere.

For income, the effect of time in the program does not vary between the 25th and

50th quantile (Figure E1 (a)), but the effect of treatment-months is significantly

greater, and by a large magnitude, at the 75th percentile than at the50th percentile

(Figures E1 & (c)). The difference in effects becomes significant about 20 months

after treatment begins. Comparing the effects of months in program on capital,

we can see that the most significant differences in effects show up between the

25th and 50th percentiles, and the 25th and 75th percentiles (Figure E2 (a) & (b)).

There is no statistically significant difference between the effect of months on

capital investment at the 50th and 75th quantiles (Figure E2 (c)). Overall, these

are consistent with the minimum-distance test in the previous section, but they

provide some additional information about what quantiles drive the differences.
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Figure E1. Differences across quantiles, income
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Figure E2. Differences across quantiles, capital
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Figure E3. Differences across quantiles, consumption
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